Writing Score Sheet for Prose
POINTS:

1

My response

No response but sat in
lesson

Spelling
Capitalisation
and
Punctuation

2
Wrote 1-4 sentences with
some meaning

3

4

TOTAL

Wrote 5-9 sentences

Wrote 10 or more sentences

No words spelt correct Half of my words are spelt
correctly

More than half spelt
correct

Almost everything is spelt correctly!

No capitalisation or
final punctuation

I used a capital letter
at the beginning of
every sentence

I used capital letters for:
- beginning of sentences
- proper nouns
- names

I had full stops but I forgot to
capitalise at the beginning of
sentences

OR

AND

I capitalised at the beginning
of sentences but I did not have I used a full stop in
full stops in the right place.
every sentence

I used correct punctuation at the end of all
sentences

Does it make
sense when I
read it aloud?

Not really. I have a
difficult time making
sense of it

My writing sounds good and
makes sense when I read it
out loud, but there are a few
things I want to fix.

It sounds pretty good.
My writing is almost as
good as it could
possibly be. It makes
sense when I read it
and when others read
it.

It sounds amazing!

Connectives &
Transition
words

I used all of the words:
- and
- then
- but

I correctly used 2 or more of
the words:
- also
- because
- while
- since

I correctly used 2 or
more of the words:
- although
- however
- likewise
- in fact
- suddenly/ all of a
sudden

I correctly used 2 or more unique transition
words like:
- conversely
- nevertheless
- in addition to ___
- moreover
- consequently
- therefore
- furthermore

Descriptive
words

No descriptive words

One descriptive word

Two or three
descriptive words

Four or more descriptive words

Did I follow
instructions

Unrelated to the
prompt

I kind of followed them

I almost followed
everything

Yes, 100%!
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My writing sounds like it came out of a
book- It’s spot on!

Total Score:

/28

For use with a 3-picture story template (i.e. storyboard, story sequence)

Story Board Writing Score Sheet
0

Points

Content

No pictures

Response quality

1
One picture

2

3

Two pictures

Three pictures

No description of pictures Described pictures only

Described and
elaborated on pictures

Wrote story including
elaboration

Descriptive words

No descriptive words

One descriptive word

Two-three descriptive
words

Four or more descriptive
words

Transition words

No transition words

One transition word

Two-three transition
words, including
repetitions

Transition words used
throughout story; more
than one unique
transition word

Grammatical
structure

Multiple grammatical
Some grammar correcterrors that affect meaning More than 1 error that
or response is not a
does not affect meaning
sentence

Almost all grammar
correct- 1 error that does
not affect meaning

ALL grammar correct- no
errors

Mechanics

No capitalisation or
punctuation

Either correct
Correct capitalisation and Correct capitalisation for
capitalisation or
punctuation at beginning all sentences, including
punctuation in a sentence and end of all sentences beginning, end and
where else appropriate

Spelling

0% of words spelt correct

50-70% of words spelt
correct

70-90% of words spelt
correct

90-100% of words spelt
correct

TOTAL POINTS:
Based on Coker & Ritchey (2010)

Total

To be used in small-scale writing with a story prompt

Sentence Score Sheet
POINTS:

1

2

3

4

My response

No response

I wrote 1 word or 1
phrase

I wrote 1 complete
sentence

I wrote more than 1
complete sentence

Spelling

No words spelt correct

Half or less than half
spelt correct

More than half spelt
correct

All words spelt correct

Mechanics

No capitalisation or final
punctuation

Either initial capitalisation Both initial capitalisation
or final punctuation
and final punctuation are
correct
correctly used

More than 1 sentence
with:
Capital letters:

- beginning of sentences
- proper nouns
- names
Punctuation:
- at end of sentences

Grammatical structure

Multiple grammatical
errors that affect
meaning or response is
not a sentence

Some grammar correctMore than 1 error that
does not affect meaning

Almost all grammar
correct- 1 error that does
not affect meaning

ALL grammar correct- no
errors

Did I follow instructions Unrelated to the prompt

Related to the theme or
idea

Response directly related Direct relation to prompt
but without elaboration
and elaboration of writing

Total Score:
Based on Coker & Ritchey (2010)

TOTAL

